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[MOBI] Stephen Sondheim: A Life
Recognizing the habit ways to acquire this books Stephen Sondheim: A Life is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. acquire the Stephen Sondheim: A Life partner that we give here and check out the
link.
You could buy guide Stephen Sondheim: A Life or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could quickly download this Stephen Sondheim: A Life after getting deal. So, like you require the books swiftly, you can straight acquire it. Its hence
certainly simple and thus fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this flavor

Broadway musicals than Playbill can provide." --Steven Bach, The Los Angeles Times Book Review
Stephen Sondheim-Meryle Secrest 2011 A portrait of the composer-lyricist draws on personal interviews with
Sondheim to describe his troubled childhood, early struggles, rise to the pinnacle of Broadway musical theater,
collaboration with Hal Prince, and original theatrical works.

Stephen Sondheim-Joanne Gordon 2014-04-23 First Published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.

Sondheim: Lyrics-Stephen Sondheim 2020 "A selection of lyrics from the musicals of the award-winning Stephen
Sondheim, in the Everyman's Library Pocket Poets series"--

Stephen Sondheim-Meryle Secrest 2011-10-04 In the first full-scale life of the most important composer-lyricist
at work in musical theatre today, Meryle Secrest, the biographer of Frank Lloyd Wright and Leonard Bernstein,
draws on her extended conversations with Stephen Sondheim as well as on her interviews with his friends, family,
collaborators, and lovers to bring us not only the artist--as a master of modernist compositional style--but also the
private man. Beginning with his early childhood on New York's prosperous Upper West Side, Secrest describes
how Sondheim was taught to play the piano by his father, a successful dress manufacturer and amateur musician.
She writes about Sondheim's early ambition to become a concert pianist, about the effect on him of his parents'
divorce when he was ten, about his years in military and private schools. She writes about his feelings of
loneliness and abandonment, about the refuge he found in the home of Oscar and Dorothy Hammerstein, and his
determination to become just like Oscar. Secrest describes the years when Sondheim was struggling to gain a
foothold in the theatre, his attempts at scriptwriting (in his early twenties in Rome on the set of Beat the Devil
with Bogart and Huston, and later in Hollywood as a co-writer with George Oppenheimer for the TV series
Topper), living the Hollywood life. Here is Sondheim's ascent to the peaks of the Broadway musical, from his
chance meeting with play- wright Arthur Laurents, which led to his first success-- as co-lyricist with Leonard
Bernstein on West Side Story--to his collaboration with Laurents on Gypsy, to his first full Broadway score, A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum. And Secrest writes about his first big success as composer,
lyricist, writer in the 1960s with Company, an innovative and sophisticated musical that examined marriage à la
mode. It was the start of an almost-twenty-year collaboration with producer and director Hal Prince that resulted
in such shows as Follies, Pacific Overtures, Sweeney Todd, and A Little Night Music. We see Sondheim at work
with composers, producers, directors, co-writers, actors, the greats of his time and ours, among them Leonard
Bernstein, Ethel Merman, Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein, Jerome Robbins, Zero Mostel, Bernadette
Peters, and Lee Remick (with whom it was said he was in love, and she with him), as Secrest vividly re-creates the
energy, the passion, the despair, the excitement, the genius, that went into the making of show after Sondheim
show. A biography that is sure to become the standard work on Sondheim's life and art.

Art Isn't Easy-Joanne Gordon 2009-06-16 The musical theatre of Stephen Sondheim probes deeply into the most
disturbing issues of contemporary life. By challenging his audience with intricate music, biting wit, and profound
themes, he flouts the traditional wisdom of the musical theatre. Tracing Sondheim's career from his initial success
as lyricist for "West Side Story" and "Gypsy" to his most recent work - "Into the Woods" and "Assassins" - Joanne
Gordon emphasizes not only the disturbing content of Sondheim's work, but his innovative use of form. In shows
such as "A Little Night Music", "Sweeney Todd", and "Sunday in the Park with George", Sondheim's music and
lyrics are inextricably woven into the fabric of the entire work.

Sondheim & Co-Craig Zadan 1990 Sondheim & Co is the complete, behind-the-scenes story of the making of
Stephen Sondheim's musicals. Written with the full co-operation of Sondheim himself, it examines each of
Sondheim's masterpieces - including West Side Story, Gypsy, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum,
Company, Follies, A Little Night Music, Sweeney Todd, Sunday in the Park with George and Into the Woods - as
well as the other Sondheim productions on Broadway, Off-Broadway, in repertory, as revivals, as opera, on film,
and on television. this account is based on hundreds of hours of interviews with Sondheim and his associates.

Into the Woods (movie tie-in edition)- 2014-12-01 Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine's beloved musical
masterpiece becomes a major motion picture, starring Meryl Streep and Johnny Depp.

Modigliani-Meryle Secrest 2011-03-01 “People like us . . . have different rights, different values than do ordinary
people because we have different needs which put us . . . above their moral standards.” —Modigliani Amedeo
(“Beloved of God”) Modigliani was considered to be the quintessential bohemian artist, his legend almost as
infamous as Van Gogh’s. In Modigliani’s time, his work was seen as an oddity: contemporary with the Cubists but
not part of their movement. His work was a link between such portraitists as Whistler, Sargent, and ToulouseLautrec and that of the Art Deco painters of the 1920s as well as the new approaches of Gauguin, Cézanne, and
Picasso. Jean Cocteau called Modigliani “our aristocrat” and said, “There was something like a curse on this very
noble boy. He was beautiful. Alcohol and misfortune took their toll on him.” In this major new biography, Meryle
Secrest, one of our most admired biographers—whose work has been called “enthralling” (The Wall Street
Journal); “rich in detail, scrupulously researched, and sympathetically written” (The New York Review of Books)
—now gives us a fully realized portrait of one of the twentieth century’s master painters and sculptors: his
upbringing, a Sephardic Jew from an impoverished but genteel Italian family; his going to Paris to make his
fortune; his striking good looks (“How beautiful he was, my god how beautiful,” said one of his models) . . . his
training as an artist . . .and his influences, including the Italian Renaissance, particularly the art of Botticelli;
Nietzsche’s theories of the artist as Übermensch, divinely endowed, divinely inspired; the monochromatic
backgrounds of Van Gogh and Cézanne; the work of the Romanian sculptor Brancusi; and the primitive sculptures
of Africa and Oceania with their simplified, masklike triangular faces, elongated silhouettes, puckered lips, low
foreheads, and heads on exaggeratedly long necks. We see the ways in which Modigliani’s long-kept-secret illness
from tuberculosis (it almost killed him as a young man) affected his work and his attitude toward life ; how
consumption caused him to embrace fatalism and idealism, creativity and death; and how he used alcohol and
opium with laudanum as an antispasmodic to hide the symptoms of the disease and how, because of it, he came to
be seen as a dissolute alcoholic. And throughout, we see the Paris that Modigliani lived in, a city in dynamic flux
where art was still a noble cause; how Modigliani became part of a life in the streets and a world of art and artists
then in a transforming revolution; Monet, Cézanne, Degas, Renoir, et al.—and others more radical—Matisse,
Derain, etc., all living within blocks of one another. Secrest’s book, written with unprecedented access to letters,
diaries, and photographs never before seen, is an extraordinary revelation of a life lived in art . . . Here is
Modigliani, the man and the artist, seemingly shy, delicate, a man on a desperate mission, masquerading as an
alcoholic, cheating death again and again, and calculating what he had to do in order to go on working and
concealing his secret for however much time remained . . .

Stephen Sondheim-Meryle Secrest 1999-08-19 In the first full-scale life of the most important composer-lyricist
at work in musical theatre today, Meryle Secrest draws on her extended conversations with Stephen Sondheim as
well as on her interviews with his friends, family, collaborators, and lovers to bring us not only the artist - as a
master of modernist compositional style - but also the private man. We see Sondheim at work with composers,
producers, directors, co-writers, actors, the greats of his time and ours, among them Leonard Bernstein, Ethel
Merman, Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein, Jerome Robbins, Zero Mostel, Bernadette Peters, and Lee Remick
(with whom it was said he was in love, and she with him), as Secrest vividly re-creates the energy, the passion, the
despair, the excitement, the genius, that went into the making of show after Sondheim show.

Look, I Made a Hat-Stephen Sondheim 2011 Picking up where he left off in "Finishing the Hat", Sondheim richly
annotates his lyrics with personal and theatre history, discussions of his collaborations, and exacting, charming
dissections of his work -- both the successes and the failures.

Hat Box-Stephen Sondheim 2011 Presents a collection of lyrics from the composer, and offers insights into his
creative process, relationships with other legends of American theater, experiences in the theater, collaborations,
and most significant successes and failures.

Reading Stephen Sondheim-Sandor Goodhart 2000 The legendary Greek figure Orpheus was said to have
possessed magical powers capable of moving all living and inanimate things through the sound of his lyre and
voice. Over time, the Orphic theme has come to indicate the power of music to unsettle, subvert, and ultimately
bring down oppressive realities in order to liberate the soul and expand human life without limits. The liberating
effect of music has been a particularly important theme in twentieth-century African American literature. The nine
original essays in Black Orpheus examines the Orphic theme in the fiction of such African American writers as
Jean Toomer, Langston Hughes, Claude McKay, James Baldwin, Nathaniel Mackey, Sherley Anne Williams, Ann
Petry, Ntozake Shange, Alice Walker, Gayl Jones, and Toni Morrison. The authors discussed in this volume depict
music as a mystical, shamanistic, and spiritual power that can miraculously transform the realities of the soul and
of the world. Here, the musician uses his or her music as a weapon to shield and protect his or her spirituality.
Written by scholars of English, music, women's studies, American studies, cultural theory, and black and Africana
studies, the essays in this interdisciplinary collection ultimately explore the thematic, linguistic structural
presence of music in twentieth-century African American fiction.

The Secret Life of the American Musical-Jack Viertel 2016-03-01 A New York Times Bestseller For almost a
century, Americans have been losing their hearts and losing their minds in an insatiable love affair with the
American musical. It often begins in childhood in a darkened theater, grows into something more serious for high
school actors, and reaches its passionate zenith when it comes time for love, marriage, and children, who will
start the cycle all over again. Americans love musicals. Americans invented musicals. Americans perfected
musicals. But what, exactly, is a musical? In The Secret Life of the American Musical, Jack Viertel takes them
apart, puts them back together, sings their praises, marvels at their unflagging inventiveness, and occasionally
despairs over their more embarrassing shortcomings. In the process, he invites us to fall in love all over again by
showing us how musicals happen, what makes them work, how they captivate audiences, and how one landmark
show leads to the next—by design or by accident, by emulation or by rebellion—from Oklahoma! to Hamilton and
onward. Structured like a musical, The Secret Life of the American Musical begins with an overture and
concludes with a curtain call, with stops in between for “I Want” songs, “conditional” love songs, production
numbers, star turns, and finales. The ultimate insider, Viertel has spent three decades on Broadway, working on
dozens of shows old and new as a conceiver, producer, dramaturg, and general creative force; he has his own
unique way of looking at the process and at the people who collaborate to make musicals a reality. He shows us
patterns in the architecture of classic shows and charts the inevitable evolution that has taken place in musical
theater as America itself has evolved socially and politically. The Secret Life of the American Musical makes you
feel as though you’ve been there in the rehearsal room, in the front row of the theater, and in the working offices
of theater owners and producers as they pursue their own love affair with that rare and elusive beast—the
Broadway hit.

Sondheim's Broadway Musicals-Stephen Banfield 1993 The first in-depth look at the work and career of one of
the most important figures in the history of musical theater.

Stephen Sondheim and the Reinvention of the American Musical-Robert L. McLaughlin 2016-08-11 From
West Side Story in 1957 to Road Show in 2008, the musicals of Stephen Sondheim and his collaborators have
challenged the conventions of American musical theater and expanded the possibilities of what musical plays can
do, how they work, and what they mean. Sondheim's brilliant array of work, including such musicals as Company,
Follies, Sweeney Todd, Sunday in the Park with George, and Into the Woods, has established him as the
preeminent composer/lyricist of his, if not all, time. Stephen Sondheim and the Reinvention of the American
Musical places Sondheim's work in two contexts: the exhaustion of the musical play and the postmodernism that,
by the 1960s, deeply influenced all the American arts. Sondheim's musicals are central to the transition from the
Rodgers and Hammerstein-style musical that had dominated Broadway stages for twenty years to a new
postmodern musical. This new style reclaimed many of the self-aware, performative techniques of the 1930s
musical comedy to develop its themes of the breakdown of narrative knowledge and the fragmentation of identity.
In his most recent work, Sondheim, who was famously mentored by Oscar Hammerstein II, stretches toward a
twenty-first-century musical that seeks to break out of the self-referring web of language. Stephen Sondheim and
the Reinvention of the American Musical offers close readings of all of Sondheim's musicals and finds in them
critiques of the operation of power, questioning of conventional systems of knowledge, and explorations of
contemporary identity.

Sondheim on Music-Mark Eden Horowitz 2010-09-20 Stephen Sondheim is widely regarded as the most
important composer and lyricist of musical theater in the second half of the 20th century. Celebrating his 80th
birthday, this new edition of Sondheim on Music finds him in these guided interviews expounding in great depth
and detail on his craft. As a natural teacher, thoughtful and opinionated, Sondheim discusses the art of musical
composition, lyric writing, the collaborative process of musical theater, and how he thinks about his own work.
Where the first edition focused particularly on six shows—Passion, Assassins, Into the Woods, Sunday in the Park
with George, Sweeney Todd, and Pacific Overtures—this second edition presents a new chapter that discusses
Sondheim's entire career. Several shows that were not discussed previously are explored here, including A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, Merrily We Roll Along, Company, Follies, Anyone Can Whistle, and A
Little Night Music, as well as thoughts about the recent film adaptation of Sweeney Todd. The book also features
an entire chapter on Bounce: the previous incarnation of his latest musical, Road Show. In addition to Sondheim's
list of "Songs I Wish I'd Written," the songlisting and discography has been greatly expanded and updated to
include all works composed and recorded over the last six years.

Enchanted Evenings-Geoffrey Block 2009-10-30 This new second edition of Enchanted Evenings offers theater
lovers an illuminating behind-the-scenes tour of some of America's best loved, most admired, and most enduring
musicals. Readers will find such all-time favorites as Show Boat, Carousel, Kiss Me, Kate, Guys and Dolls, My Fair
Lady, West Side Story, Sweeney Todd, Sunday in the Park with George, and Phantom of the Opera. Geoffrey Block
provides a documentary history of each of the musicals, showing how each work took shape and revealing, at the
same time, how the American musical evolved from the 1920s to today, both on stage and on screen. The book's
particular focus is on the music, offering a wealth of detail about how librettist, lyricist, composer, and director
work together to shape the piece. Block also includes trenchant social commentary and lively backstage
anecdotes. Jerome Kern, Cole Porter, the Gershwins, Rodgers and Hart, Kurt Weill, Rodgers and Hammerstein,
Lerner and Loewe, Frank Loesser, Leonard Bernstein, Stephen Sondheim, Andrew Lloyd Webber, and other
luminaries emerge as hardworking craftsmen under enormous pressure to sell tickets without compromising their
dramatic vision. The second edition includes a greatly expanded chapter on Sondheim, a new chapter on Lloyd
Webber, and two new chapters on the film adaptations of the main musicals featured in the text (including such
hard to find films as the original 1936 version of Anything Goes and the 1959 film adaptation of Porgy and Bess).
Packed with information, including a complete discography and plot synopses and song-by-song scenic outlines
for each of the fourteen shows, Enchanted Evenings is an essential reference as well as a riveting history. "A solid
and fascinating work that should become a model of how to investigate and report on the evolution of a musical.
Block's research is persuasive and his writing vivid. . . Indispensable for anyone who cares to know more about
stephen-sondheim-a-life

Duveen-Meryle Secrest 2005-11-01 Anyone who has admired Gainsborough's Blue Boy of the Huntington
Collection in California, or Rembrandt's Aristotle Contemplating the Bust of Homer at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York owes much of his or her pleasure to art dealer Joseph Duveen (1869–1939). Regarded as the
most influential—or, in some circles, notorious—dealer of the twentieth century, Duveen established himself
selling the European masterpieces of Titian, Botticelli, Giotto, and Vermeer to newly and lavishly wealthy
American businessmen—J. P. Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, and Andrew Mellon, to name just a few. It is no
exaggeration to say that Duveen was the driving force behind every important private art collection in the United
States. The first major biography of Duveen in more than fifty years and the first to make use of his enormous
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archive—only recently opened to the public—Meryle Secrest's Duveen traces the rapid ascent of the tirelessly
enterprising dealer, from his humble beginnings running his father's business to knighthood and eventually
apeerage. The eldest of eight sons of Jewish-Dutch immigrants, Duveen inherited an uncanny ability to spot a
hidden treasure from his father, proprietor of a prosperous antiques business. After his father's death, Duveen
moved the company into the riskier but lucrative market of paintings and quickly became one of the world's
leading art dealers. The key to Duveen's success was his simple observation that while Europe had the art,
America had the money; Duveen made his fortune by buying art from declining European aristocrats and selling
them to the "squillionaires" in the United States. "By far the best account of Joseph Duveen's life in a biography
that is rich in detail, scrupulously researched, and sympathetically written. [Secrest's] inquiries into earlytwentieth-century collecting whet our appetite for a more general history of the art market in the first half of the
twentieth century."—John Brewer, New York Review of Books

novelist—Lippman finds universal touchstones in an unusual life that has as many twists as her award-winning
crime fiction. Essays include: · Men Explain The Wire to Me · Game of Crones · My Life as a Villainess · My
Father’s Bar · The 31st Stocking These candid essays offer long-time readers insight into the experiences that
helped Lippman become one of the most successful crime novelists of her generation.

Company: The Complete Revised Book and Lyrics-Stephen Sondheim 2019-02-07 It's Bobbie's thirty-fifth
birthday party, and all her friends are wondering why she isn't married. Why can't she find the right man, settle
down and start a family? A breakthrough on Broadway in 1970, Company is Stephen Sondheim and George
Furth's legendary musical comedy about life, love and loneliness, featuring some of Sondheim's most iconic songs
including 'Company', 'You Could Drive a Person Crazy', 'The Ladies Who Lunch', 'Side by Side' and 'Being Alive'.
The acclaimed West End revival in 2018 was conceived and directed by award-winning director Marianne Elliott
and produced by Elliott & Harper Productions. Reimagining the musical by switching the gender of several
characters, including the protagonist Bobbie, played by Rosalie Craig, the production also starred Patti LuPone,
Mel Giedroyc and Jonathan Bailey. It won the Peter Hepple Award for Best Musical at the 2018 Critics' Circle
Theatre Awards. This edition features the complete revised book and lyrics for the production, colour production
photographs, and an introduction by Sondheim's biographer David Benedict.

How Sondheim Found His Sound-Steve Swayne 2007-05-08 “Steve Swayne’s How Sondheim Found His Sound
is a fascinating treatment and remarkable analysis of America’s greatest playwright in song. His marvelous text
goes a long way toward placing Stephen Sondheim among the towering artists of the late twentieth century!”
—Cornel West, Princeton University “Sondheim’s career and music have never been so skillfully dissected,
examined, and put in context. With its focus on his work as composer, this book is surprising and welcome.”
—Theodore S. Chapin, President and Executive Director, The Rodgers and Hammerstein Organization “. . . an
intriguing ‘biography’ of the songwriter’s style. . . . Swayne is to be congratulated for taking the study of this
unique composer/lyricist into hitherto unnavigated waters.” —Stage Directions “The research is voluminous, as
are the artistry and perceptiveness. Swayne has lived richly within the world of Sondheim’s music.” —Richard
Crawford, author of America’s Musical Life: A History “Amid the ever-more-crowded bookshelf of writings on
Sondheim, Swayne’s analysis of Sondheim’s development as a composer stands up as a unique and worthy study. .
. . For the Sondheim aficionados, there are new ideas and new information, and for others, Swayne’s How
Sondheim Found His Sound will provide an intriguing introduction into the mind of arguably the greatest and
most influential living Broadway composer.” —talkinbroadway.com “What a fascinating book, full of insights large
and small. An impressive analysis and summary of Sondheim’s many sources of inspiration. All fans of the
composer and lovers of Broadway in general will treasure and frequently refer to Swayne’s work.” —Tom Riis,
Joseph Negler Professor of Musicology and Director of the American Music Research Center, University of
Colorado Stephen Sondheim has made it clear that he considers himself a “playwright in song.” How he arrived at
this unique appellation is the subject of How Sondheim Found His Sound—an absorbing study of the
multitudinous influences on Sondheim’s work. Taking Sondheim’s own comments and music as a starting point,
author Steve Swayne offers a biography of the artist’s style, pulling aside the curtain on Sondheim’s creative
universe to reveal the many influences—from classical music to theater to film—that have established Sondheim
as one of the greatest dramatic composers of the twentieth century.

Listening for America: Inside the Great American Songbook from Gershwin to Sondheim-Rob Kapilow
2019-11-05 “Not since the late Leonard Bernstein has classical music had a combination salesman-teacher as
irresistible as Kapilow.” —Kansas City Star Few people in recent memory have dedicated themselves as devotedly
to the story of twentieth- century American music as Rob Kapilow, the composer, conductor, and host of the hit
NPR music radio program, What Makes It Great? Now, in Listening for America, he turns his keen ear to the
Great American Songbook, bringing many of our favorite classics to life through the songs and stories of eight of
the twentieth century’s most treasured American composers—Kern, Porter, Gershwin, Arlen, Berlin, Rodgers,
Bernstein, and Sondheim. Hardly confi ning himself to celebrating what makes these catchy melodies so
unforgettable, Kapilow delves deeply into how issues of race, immigration, sexuality, and appropriation intertwine
in masterpieces like Show Boat and West Side Story. A book not just about musical theater but about America
itself, Listening for America is equally for the devotee, the singer, the music student, or for anyone intrigued by
how popular music has shaped the larger culture, and promises to be the ideal gift book for years to come.

Threnody-Krzysztof Penderecki Krzysztof Penderecki's Threnody is composed for Full Orchestra

Anyone Can Whistle-Stephen Sondheim 1976
Still Here-Alexandra Jacobs 2019-10-22 One of The New Yorker's favorite nonfiction book of 2019 | A New York
Times Book Review Editors' Choice Named one of Vogue's "17 Books We Can't Wait to Read This Fall"
"Compulsively readable . . . ravenously consuming . . . manna from heaven . . . If ever someone knew how to put a
genuinely irresistible book together, it's Jacobs in Still Here." —Jeff Simon, The Buffalo News Still Here is the first
full telling of Elaine Stritch’s life. Rollicking but intimate, it tracks one of Broadway’s great personalities from her
upbringing in Detroit during the Great Depression to her fateful move to New York City, where she studied
alongside Marlon Brando, Bea Arthur, and Harry Belafonte. We accompany Elaine through her jagged rise to
fame, to Hollywood and London, and across her later years, when she enjoyed a stunning renaissance, punctuated
by a turn on the popular television show 30 Rock. We explore the influential—and often fraught—collaborations
she developed with Noël Coward, Tennessee Williams, and above all Stephen Sondheim, as well as her
courageous yet flawed attempts to control a serious drinking problem. And we see the entertainer triumphing
over personal turmoil with the development of her Tony Award–winning one-woman show, Elaine Stritch at
Liberty, which established her as an emblem of spiky independence and Manhattan life for an entirely new
generation of admirers. In Still Here, Alexandra Jacobs conveys the full force of Stritch’s sardonic wit and brassy
charm while acknowledging her many dark complexities. Following years of meticulous research and interviews,
this is a portrait of a powerful, vulnerable, honest, and humorous figure who continues to reverberate in the
public consciousness.

A Ship Without A Sail-Gary Marmorstein 2013-07-16 Lorenz Hart, together with Richard Rodgers, created some
of the most beautiful and witty songs ever written. Here is the story of the strikingly unromantic life of this
songwriting genius. His lyrics spin with brilliance and sophistication, yet at their core is an unmistakable
wistfulness. Rodgers and Hart, who wrote approximately thirty Broadway musicals and dozens of songs for
Hollywood films, were an odd couple. Rodgers was precise, punctual, heterosexual, handsome, and eager to be
accepted by society. Hart was barely five feet tall, alcoholic, homosexual, and more comfortable in a bar or
restaurant than anywhere else. His lyrics are all the more remarkable considering that he never sustained a
romantic relationship, living his entire life with his mother, who died only months before his own death at 48.
Biographer Marmorstein superbly portrays the life of this exuberant yet troubled artist.--From publisher
description.

Somewhere for Me-Meryle Secrest 2001 Secrest, biographer of Frank Lloyd Wright, Stephen Sondheim, and
Leonard Bernstein, brings her extraordinary skills to this full-scale life of composer Rodgers. She shows for the
first time the complexities of his nature, his emotional fault lines, and, most important, the wellsprings of his art.

Sondheim and Lloyd-Webber-Stephen Citron 2001 In the third volume of his series The Great Songwriters, an
eminent musicologist focuses on the seminal contributions of two giants of the modern musical theater--Stephen
Sondheim and Andrew Lloyd-Webber--to the development of a new form of musical, capturing such creative
milestones as Company, Sweeney Todd, Sunday in the Park, Jesus Christ Superstar, Cats, and The Phantom of the
Opera.

Sondheim and Lapine's Into the Woods-Olaf Jubin 2017-08-15 ‘The Woods are just Trees. The Trees are just
Wood.’ – All together In 1987, Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine combined several classic fairy tales including
Little Red Riding Hood, Cinderella, and Jack and the Beanstalk to create Into the Woods. Funny and heartfelt, this
musical explores what it might mean to act responsibly in society, both as a parent and as a child. Situating the
work within Sondheim’s oeuvre and the Broadway canon, Olaf Jubin first offers a detailed reading of the show
itself, before discussing key productions in New York and London, and 2014’s Oscar-nominated screen adaptation.
The radically different approaches to staging Into the Woods are testament to how open the musical is to reinterpretation for new audiences. A combination of critical explication with performance and film analysis, as well
as an overview of popular and critical reception, this book is meant for anyone who has enjoyed Into the Woods,
be it as a musical theatre fan, an enchanted audience member, a student or a dedicated theatre professional.

Color Me Stephen Sondheim-Brian P. Kelly 2016-11-09 A coloring book for all ages about the iconic musicals of
Stephen Sondheim

Sense of Occasion-Harold Prince 2017-08-01 (Applause Books). In this fast-moving, candid, conversational, and
entertaining memoir, Harold Prince, the most honored director in the history of the American theater (22 Tony
Awards and counting), looks back over his 70-year (and counting!) career. Featuring original material from
Contradictions: Notes on Twenty-Six Years in the Theatre , Prince provides a fresh, new perspective on his writing
from the vantage point of today. Sense of Occasion gives an insider's recollection of the making of such landmark
musicals as West Side Story , Fiddler on the Roof , Cabaret , Company , Follies , Sweeney Todd , Evita , and
Phantom of the Opera , with Prince's perceptive comments about his mentor George Abbott and his many
celebrated collaborators, including Leonard Bernstein, Jerome Robbins, Stephen Sondheim, John Kander, Boris
Aronson, Andrew Lloyd Webber, Angela Lansbury, Elizabeth Taylor, Zero Mostel, Carol Burnett, and Joel Grey. As
well as detailing his titanic successes that changed the form and content of the American musical theater, Prince
even-handedly reflects on the shows that didn't work, most memorably and painfully Merrily We Roll Along .
Throughout, he offers insights into the way business is conducted on Broadway, drawing sharp contrasts between
past and present. This thoughtful, complete account of one of the most legendary and long-lived careers in theater
history, written by the man who lived it, is an essential work of personal and professional recollection.

The Leonard Bernstein Letters-Leonard Bernstein 2013-10-29 “With their intellectual brilliance, humor and
wonderful eye for detail, Leonard Bernstein’s letters blow all biographies out of the water.”—The Economist (2013
Book of the Year) Leonard Bernstein was a charismatic and versatile musician—a brilliant conductor who attained
international superstar status, and a gifted composer of Broadway musicals (West Side Story), symphonies (Age of
Anxiety), choral works (Chichester Psalms), film scores (On the Waterfront), and much more. Bernstein was also
an enthusiastic letter writer, and this book is the first to present a wide-ranging selection of his correspondence.
The letters have been selected for the insights they offer into the passions of his life—musical and personal—and
the extravagant scope of his musical and extra-musical activities. Bernstein’s letters tell much about this complex
man, his collaborators, his mentors, and others close to him. His galaxy of correspondents encompassed, among
others, Aaron Copland, Stephen Sondheim, Jerome Robbins, Thornton Wilder, Boris Pasternak, Bette Davis,
Adolph Green, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, and family members including his wife Felicia and his sister Shirley.
The majority of these letters have never been published before. They have been carefully chosen to demonstrate
the breadth of Bernstein’s musical interests, his constant struggle to find the time to compose, his turbulent and
complex sexuality, his political activities, and his endless capacity for hard work. Beyond all this, these writings
provide a glimpse of the man behind the legends: his humanity, warmth, volatility, intellectual brilliance,
wonderful eye for descriptive detail, and humor. “The correspondence from and to the remarkable conductor is
full of pleasure and insights.”—The New York Times Book Review (Editors’ Choice) “Exhaustive, thrilling [and]
indispensable.”—USA Today (starred review)

The Stephen Sondheim Encyclopedia-Rick Pender 2021-04-15 The Stephen Sondheim Encyclopedia is the first
reference volume devoted to the works of this prolific composer and lyricist. The encyclopedia’s entries provide
readers with detailed information about Sondheim’s work and key figures in his career, including his
apprenticeship, his early work with Leonard Bernstein, and his work on television.

Sondheim on Music-Mark Eden Horowitz 2019-03-13 In this collection of interviews conducted by Mark
Horowitz of the Library of Congress, musical theatre legend Stephen Sondheim discusses the art of musical
composition, lyric writing, the collaborative process of musical theater, and how he thinks about his own work. A
postlude features a more recent conversation with Sondheim.

The Almost Unknown Stephen Sondheim- 2016-12-01 (P/V/G Composer Collection). The "Almost Unknown" in
the title of this collection refers to the fact that some of the songs, though never before published, have been
recorded, and might be known to the most knowledgeable of Sondheim connoisseurs. However, it is safe to say
that the songs in this landmark collection are among the least known of Sondheim's creations. This book includes
contents by show or film title as well as by song title, an introduction about Sondheim, a preface by the editor,
and detailed notes about each work and the show it came from. The piano/vocal editions were all personally
approved by Sondheim.

Getting Away with Murder-Stephen Sondheim 1997 THE STORY: The esteemed and retired Dr. Conrad Bering
has selected, out of countless applicants, several individuals for private as well as Group therapy. It seems this
Pulitzer Prize- winning doctor might be writing another book and it further see

The Cambridge Companion to the Musical-William A. Everett 2017-09-21 An expanded and updated edition of
this acclaimed, wide-ranging survey of musical theatre in New York, London, and elsewhere.
Road Show-Stephen Sondheim 2009 Stephen Sondheim's first new work in over a decade.
Elsa Schiaparelli-Meryle Secrest 2014-10-07 The first biography of the grand couturier, surrealist, and
embattled figure (her medium was apparel), whose extraordinary work has stood the test of time. Her style was a
social revolution through clothing-luxurious, eccentric, ironic, sexy; synonymous with fashion innovation and
chicesse. She was audacious; her fashions were inspired from the whimsical to the most practical-from a Venetian
cape of the commedia dell'arte to a Soviet parachute. She collaborated on her designs with some of the greatest
artists of the twentieth-century: on jewelry with Jean Schlumberger; on clothes with Salvador Dalí; with Jean
Cocteau, Alberto Giacometti; with photographers Man Ray, Horst, Cecil Beaton, and the young Richard Avedon.
Her name: Elsa Schiaparelli. She was known as the Queen of Fashion; a headline attraction in the international
glitter-glamour show of the late twenties and thirties; she gave fabulous parties-and went to those given by
others; she lived and worked seriously and hard in much-photographed residences and was a guest at others; she
knew the "everybodies" who were always "there" and inevitably became one of them herself, feted in Rome
(where she was born), Paris, New York, London, Moscow, Dallas, Hollywood, Dublin. Now, Meryle Secrest,
acclaimed biographer-whose work has been called "enthralling" (WSJ); "captivating" (WP Book World); "Rich in
detail, scrupulously researched, sympathetically written" (NYRB), and who has captured the lives of many of the
twentieth-century's most iconic, cultural figures, among them: Frank Lloyd Wright, Bernard Berenson, Leonard
Bernstein, Duveen; Richard Rodgers; Modigliani; Stephen Sondheim-gives us the never-before-told story of this
most extraordinary fashion designer, perhaps the most extraordinary fashion designer of the twentieth-century,

Sunday in the Park with George- 1991 (Applause Libretto Library). This 1995 Pulitzer Prize-winning musical
was inspired by the painting A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte by Georges Seurat. A complex
work revolving around a fictionalized Seurat immersed in single-minded concentration while painting the
masterpiece, the production has evolved into a meditation on art, emotional connection, and community. This
publication contains the entire script of the musical. " Sunday is itself a modernist creation, perhaps the first truly
modernist work of musical theatre that Broadway has produced ... a watershed event that demands nothing less
than a retrospective, even revisionist, look at the development of the serious Broadway musical." Frank Rich, The
New York Times Magazine

My Life as a Villainess-Laura Lippman 2020-08-04 New York Times bestselling author Laura Lippman, a
journalist for many years, collects here her recent essays exploring motherhood as an older mom, her life as a
reader, her relationships with her parents, friendship, and other topics that will resonate with a large audience.
Her voice is wry and relatable, her takes often surprising. Meet the Woman Behind the Books… In this collection
of new and previously published essays, New York Times bestselling author Laura Lippman offers her take on a
woman's life across the decades. Her childhood and school years, her newspaper career, her experiences as a
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who in her time was more famous than Chanel.
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